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Intellectual Property

When starting a presentation you MUST say if:
• There is IPR associated with your draft
• Your draft is *not* offered in accordance with Section 10 of RFC 2026

When asking questions or commenting on a draft:
• You MUST disclose any IPR you know of relating to the technology under discussion

Reference: RFC 2026 and the “Note Well” text
All Presenters:

Please send us a copy of your slides
(if you have not done so already)

jo@acm.org

csp@csperkins.org
MMUSIC Agenda (1)

0900 Agenda Bashing & Status Update  (chairs)
Progress on documents

0915 Internet Media Guides  (Manyfolks)
draft-ietf-mmusic-img-req-00.txt
draft-nomura-mmusic-img-framework-02.txt

0945 SDP for alternate IP versions  (Camarillo)
draft-camarillo-mmusic-alt-02.txt

0955 SDP Security Descr. for Media Streams  (Andreasen)
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdescriptions-02.txt
draft-andreasen-mmusic-securityprecondition-00.txt
MMUSIC Agenda (2)

1010 Interactive Connectivity Establishment (Rosenberg)
draft-ietf-sipping-ice-00.txt

1030 RTSP Specification Update (Westerlund/Zeng)
draft-ietf-ffsmusic-rfc2326bis-05.txt
draft-ietf-ffsmusic-rtsp-nat-01.txt
draft-zeng-rtsp-end-of-stream-00.txt

1100 Wrap-up (chairs)
WG Status

• Recent RFCs
  RFC 3605: SDP4NAT

• With RFC editor
  draft-ietf-ffnet-sdpng-trans-04.txt

• With IESG (received comments)
  draft-ietf-ffnet-sdp-new-15.txt [WG review needed]
  draft-rajeshkumar-ffnet-gpmd-03.txt [w/ authors]

• With ADs
  draft-ietf-ffnet-srcfilter-05.txt [new ID needed]
  draft-ietf-ffnet-sdp-comedia-05.txt [new ID needed]
  draft-ietf-ffnet-sdp-bwparam-05.txt [IETF LC soon]
General TODOs

• SDP: multiple m= lines w/ same port and c=
  – Semantics undefined
  – Should go into SDP-new
  – Text suggestion needed
  – Minor implications on offer/answer examples

• Review SDP and comment!